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- **Time-global problem formulation**

  **Issue of Time-Consistency**

  → optimize not among admissible, but only among consistent strategies!
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**Result:** The resulting optimal strategies *sometimes* coincide

(Example: Black-Scholes market)
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Non-Linear: look only for optimal control among consistent ones
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More flexibility, conceptually: analytical advantages over recursive utility

Bellman-type equation with \textit{additional terms}, which cancel if

- \( \theta = 1 \): time-additive utility
- Separation condition and \( \beta = 0 \)
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- Technical conditions on $\lambda, \sigma, \alpha, \beta$? Existence of solutions?
- How strong is the separation condition?
- Jumps?
- Feasibility of numerical implementation of equations?
- Restriction to time-consistent strategies? Is this an issue? (Markov assumptions)
  What is the 'price' of such a restriction?
- Could one replace power utility by a distance to prespecified consumption stream?
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**Time Consistency of Valuations** (rather than Actions)


- Risk measures:

  Coherence vs. Time Consistency